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WELCOME
MESSAGE

Dear revered exhibitors and visitors,
It was a great pleasure and honor to welcome you all, exhibitors, visitors, sponsors and supporting
bodies at Hospitality Qatar 2016.
For the second consecutive year, Hospitality Qatar has provided a foremost meeting point for
hoteliers, restaurant owners, franchise investors, and industry professionals and enthusiasts,
to showcase state-of-the-art products and front-line technologies, share expertise, and explore
business opportunities in Qatar and the region.
The hospitality industry in Qatar is gaining momentum as the country embarks on a journey of
sustainable development and refurbishment in all pillars of the economy, towards achieving
the Qatar National Vision 2030. Through its National Tourism Sector Strategy 2030, Qatar has
embraced a holistic approach to revamping the tourism industry, with a particular focus on
creating a sustainable hospitality sector, to transform the country into a tourism hub.
It comes as no surprise that the hospitality market in Qatar is on a roll, owing to the government’s
$45 bn planned spending spree in tourism projects over the next 14 years. Qatar’s investment in
this sector is evident as the supply of hotel rooms and apartment hotels in Qatar surpassed 20,700
in 2016, with another 26,000 in the pipeline.
The Restaurant and Café industry has also been witnessing an upstream trend. This sector is
valued at more than $1.6 bn (representing a 5.4% increase from last year) according to reports
from BMI Research. The research firm also anticipates this value will rise another 38% to $2.2 bn
by 2020.

It has been our utmost pleasure to
welcome you to the second edition
of Hospitality Qatar, the premier
International Hospitality & HORECA
Trade Show in Qatar

I believe Hospitality Qatar plays an important role in bringing stakeholders closer to the market to
capitalize on rewarding opportunities.
Allow me to express my deepest gratitude and appreciation to H.E Sheikh Ahmed Bin Jassim
Al Thani, Minister of Economy and Commerce, the Qatar Tourism Authority, Qatar Culinary
Professionals, and World Association of Chefs Societies, for their generous support to
Hospitality Qatar.
I would also like to extend my gratitude to Hospitality Qatar’s valued sponsors, agents, supporting
bodies and members of the media for contributing to the event’s success.
I look forward to welcoming you all again next year at Hospitality Qatar 2017!
Sincerely,
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Georges Ayache,
General Manager

The second instalment of Hospitality Qatar builds upon the recognition of a markedly growing
hospitality market in Qatar, supported by heavy government spending, and IFP’s deep-rooted
expertise in delivering top-tier trade fairs for exhibitors and visitors eyeing the country’s paramount
investment opportunities.
Since its induction in 2015, Hospitality Qatar has been gaining a reputation worth its salt for
delivering a flagship platform for HORECA suppliers, buyers, and franchise investors to gain
market insights, generate business and network with stakeholders from the entire region. This
edition hosted more than 100 exhibitors representing 12 countries, including 5 national pavilions,
that showcased their full range of HORECA supplies and services to 5,646 unique visitors hailing
from 30 countries. The show encompassed 3 distinct exhibition zones to cater for each of the Food
& Beverage, HORECA supply market and Hotel & Franchise Investment sectors. Hospitality Qatar
featured its signature culinary showcase, the Salon Culinaire, carefully crafted to provide chefs
with a platform to refine their skills, share their masterpieces with food enthusiasts, and compete
in front of an international panel of judges for the number one spot in 17 scrumptious categories.
Over the course of 3 days, the winners in each category were awarded medals, official certificates
acknowledging their exemplary creations, in addition to valuable prizes.
The Salon Culinaire also introduced the Master Class Excellence, sponsored by the Qatar
Tourism Authority, in partnership with QCP and WACS, which is a unique event featuring culinary
excellence by the “Meilleur Ouvrier de France.” With 100+ attendees per day, each Master
Chef crafted his signature dish using local Qatari produce as part of the designated culinary
theme. Another highlight of the show was The Mocktail Competition where the industry’s top
bartenders competed for the number one slot for best Cocktail in town. Gold, silver and bronze
medals were awarded to the finalists by a panel of judges consisting of three esteemed beverage
professionals, appointed by the event’s sponsor “Lamborghini Luxury Energy Drink.”

In 2016, Hospitality Qatar marked a
second successful edition, ratified by a
high level of satisfaction of exhibitors,
visitors and participants in the show’s
versatile activities

To keep track of the latest developments in the industry, Hospitality Qatar presented a series
of 6 in-depth workshops, exploring multiple aspects of the hospitality sector, from the grading
and classification system to best sustainability practices and tackling future challenges in the
industry. This year, we have also introduced an improved B2B matchmaking platform which hosted
top buyers, suppliers, and decision-makers from various sectors. A total of 263 meetings were
scheduled with prominent buyers.
We wish to thank our principles whose support is a key factor to the success of Hospitality Qatar.
We are also grateful for our sponsors, agents, supporting bodies and the media for their vital role
in delivering a successful event. We hope you have realized your objectives from your participation
in the event this year, and look forward to welcoming you again next year at Hospitality Qatar 2017.
Sincerely,
Rawad M. Sleem
Project Manager

PRESS
CONFERENCE

Mr. Naveed
Abdulla
Business
Director
/ Tonino
Lamborghini

Mr. Pascal
Eggerstedt
General Manager
/ Intercontinental
Doha - The City)

Mr. Fadhel
Bin Khalifa
Purchasing
Manager
/ Haidari Trading
Company

Mr. Mahesh
Joshi
Chief Financial
Officer (CFO)
/ Al Sraiya Hotels
& Hospitality Group)

Mr. GEORGE
AYACHE
General
Manager
/ IFP Qatar
LLC

Mr. Imad
Askar
Director of
Operations
/ ASKAR

Chef Baran
Yucel
Chairman
/ Qatar Culinary
Professionals
association (QCP)

Mrs. Carla
Ghaleb
Country Manager
/ Boecker Public
Safety Llc

Mr. Nadim
Solh
Operations
Manager
/ Inox Kitchen

Hospitality Qatar 2016, the 360° Hospitality and HORECA show, was officially launched during a conference on September 2016 held at the Intercontinental Doha - The City.
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INAUGURATION
& OPENING CEREMONY

Minister of Economy and Commerce
H.E. Sheikh Ahmed Bin Jassim Al-Thani
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HOSPITALITY QATAR 2016
TESTIMONIALS
FITCO
Mr. Khalid M. Al-Buainain
President

ASKAR INDUSTRIES CO. WLL
Mr. Imad Askar
Director of Operations

“We participate in Hospitality Qatar and provide many
services like FITCO’s hygiene products factory, that
delivers products to restaurants, hotels and cleaning
companies, in addition to international quality
certificates. Hospitality Qatar is a great show, there
is a large regional (from the GCC especially) and
international participation. It is a great opportunity to
contact these companies and find agents or products
we might need in this sector.”

“We manufacture kitchens for hotels and restaurants,
as well as industrial kitchens. We are pioneers of the
industry, and we’ve been in Qatar for about 35 years.
And now, for the 5th year, we have been partnering
with Qatar Hospitality, formerly Diyafa, sponsoring the
salon culinaire for Hospitality Qatar. I think the show
is a little busier than it was in the past years so it’s
looking good. It is great to see the chefs coming in,
competing, raising the caliber of their culinary art in
Doha. It is great to see what they are coming up with.
More exhibitors in the field are participating in the show
and it’s great. Every year, we see the show progress so
we are looking forward to more years with Hospitality
Qatar and making it even bigger and better every year.”

Al Fajr Group
Mr. Youssef Ahmad Taher
President
“The exhibition diversity in Hospitality Qatar is very
interesting; from furnishing hotels and kitchens to
appliances and services, in addition to the diversity of
companies in the exhibition. We had great meetings
with many consumers and other exhibitors. We thank
Qatar and his Highness Sheikh Tamim Bin Hamad
for supporting such exhibitions and giving this
opportunity to participating companies.”
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KITCHEN PLUS
Mr. Tarek Bayyan
Chief Operating Officer
“We sell kitchen equipment and home appliances. HQ
is very important to us, we meet new people, hotels
and restaurants every year, and the B2B platform
allowed us to meet the people we want. It is a very
well organized exhibition. IFP has helped us a lot, they
are very professional.”

Tonino Lamborghini - Star Hospitality
Ms. Stephanie Chahabian
Brand Strategist

Büchin Design GmbH & Co. KG
Mr. Andreas Schmid
Head of Sales

“It’s been almost 2 years that we are in the Qatari
market. We have been launching with the Handball
sporting event in the world championship of Handball.
We target hotels, VIPs and VVIPs. Hospitality Qatar is
always a guarantee, and we are very happy with the
results. We will definitely be participating again. The
organizers, IFP, have always been there, helpful and
the result is what we were expecting this year too.”

“Coming from Germany, I am here to support our
partner here in Royal Hospitality in Qatar. It is our
first time participating and we are truly enjoying the
exhibition. We are eager to see how we will grow in the
Qatari market. The exhibition is quite exciting and we
met some very interesting customers and decisionmakers. It’s good to be here to meet all these people.”

BAKEMART
Mr. Mohamed Jabeer
Marketing Manager
“We are at Hospitality Qatar for 2 years now.
We participated last year and we find HQ to be
a wonderful platform to showcase our products
and we would like to gain more customers with
our services and products which we can offer to
the region. We find HQ to be a great show.”

NESPRESSO
Mr. Eyyad Sabbarine
General Manager
“It is a very good participation in this edition of
Hospitality Qatar. It is our 2nd participation and we are
presenting a new machine called Aguila 220 for the
business and hotel industries Hospitality Qatar is very
successful, and we are glad to see these companies
participating in the exhibition.”

QATAR HOSPITALITY
MARKET HIGHLIGHTS

• The Qatar National Tourism Sector Strategy Plan 2030 has set
out a program to invest $45 bn in tourism projects over the next
14 years. (DTZ Qatar)
• The supply of hotel rooms and apartment hotels in Qatar
surpassed 20,700 in 2016 after a surge in hotel openings has
increased the supply of keys by 30% since 2014. (DTZ Qatar)

USD 45 Billion worth
of Investments in Tourism Projects
The hospitality industry in Qatar is gaining momentum as the country embarks on a
journey of sustainable development and refurbishment in all pillars of the economy,
towards achieving the Qatar National Vision 2030. Through the National Tourism
Sector Strategy 2030, Qatar embraced a holistic approach to addressing development
in all aspects of the tourism industry, with a particular focus on creating a sustainable
hospitality sector in the country, capable of actively contributing to economic growth.

• There are currently 123 hotels and hotel apartment
establishments in Doha. Of the current supply, approximately
88% is categorized as either 4-Star or 5-Star. This trend is likely
to continue in the short term as 85% of upcoming establishments
in the development pipeline fall within these high-end categories,
although 30% of the development pipeline has yet to be
classified. (DTZ Qatar)
• More than 26,000 hotel rooms are currently at various stages of
construction in Qatar. (DTZ Qatar)

56

New Hotels

Hotel Keys by Rating 2016
Total 20,713

13

5-star

Hotel Apartments

4-star

26,653 Rooms
Are under construction due to be
released within the next 5 years

USD 45 Billion
Investment program in tourism
projects over the next 15 years
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3-star

2-star

• Rental activity on The Pearl-Qatar has seen an increase in Q3.
(DTZ Qatar)

50%

• QTA projects that the tourism sector’s total contribution to the
country’s total economy will reach 5.2% by 2030.
(Qatar Tourism Authority)

38%

• Qatar is the fastest growing destination within the region in terms
of visitor arrivals, averaging 11.5% growth over the past 5 years.
(Qatar Tourism Authority)

11%

• Current estimates signify an increase in the number of visitors
to Qatar to 3.7 million by 2019, 4 million by 2020 and 7 million by
2030. (Qatar Tourism Authority)

1%
Source: QTA-STR Global / DTZ Research

• The increase in sports tourism is expected to contribute greatly
to the growth in tourism revenues from QR18 million in 2016 to
QR37 million in 2025. (Qatar Tourism Authority)

exhibitORS
overview
106

Exhibitors

7,160

EXHIBITION
SPACE (SQM)

12

Participating
Countries

Exhibiting Countries

5

NATIONAL
PAVILIONS

263

B2B MEETINGS

6

WORKSHOPS

Austria

Kuwait

Bahrain

Lebanon

China

Pakistan

Egypt

Qatar

Germany

Turkey

Italy

UAE
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exhibitORS
RESEARCH SURVEY
A market research survey was conducted among HQ 2016 exhibitors. Respondents were randomly sampled to reflect
the overall satisfaction of this category, the benefits of exhibiting, and the general opinion regarding the exhibition.

Overall
Satisfaction
52%
35%

13%

Organization
& Management
52%

VERY GOOD
GOOD
FAIR

35%

13%

VERY GOOD
GOOD
FAIR

Exhibitors
Breakdown

-70%

NON-FOOD

-28%

FOOD

-2%

FRANCHISE

4%

Update on Industry's
Technology

BENEFITS OF PARTICIPATING
48%
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Expansion of
business network

24%

Newly conducted
business

24%

Exposure to
providers / competitors

VISITORS
OVERVIEW

5,646

unique visitors

visiting
countries
visiting Countries
Afghanistan
Bahrain
Bangladesh
Bosnia & Herzegovina
Costa Rica
Egypt
France
Germany
Greece
India
Italy
Jordan
Kenya
Kuwait
Lebanon

Malaysia
Oman
Palestine
Philippines
Portugal
Qatar
Romania
Saudi Arabia
Singapore
Spain
Sri Lanka
Tunisia
Turkey
UAE
UK

A market research survey was conducted among
HQ 2016 visitors. Respondents were randomly
sampled to reflect the overall satisfaction of this
category and the general opinion regarding
the exhibition.

quality of
exhibitors
45%
42%

13%

VERY GOOD
GOOD
FAIR

Organization
& Management
46%
43%

11%

VERY GOOD
GOOD
FAIR
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workshops
Tips to implement grading and classification system in
hospitality sector

6

WORKSHOPS

18 - 19 October 2016
Time: 4 to 8 PM
Location: Meeting Room 1B

• Vinoth K.P - Sr. Lead Auditor / Bureau Veritas

Qatar’s Hotel & Tourism Market Overview
• Christopher Hewett - Associate Director / TRI Consulting Hotels, Leisure
& Real Estate

GSAS and Green Hotels
• Dr. Essam Elsarrag - Director, Research & Development / Gulf Organization for
Research & Development

Role of the Hospitality industry in the process of
achieving QNV 2030’s objectives
• Mohamed Al Mahmeed - Head of Investment Promotions / QatarTourism Authority

Challenges and opportunities for hotels in Qatar to
become more sustainable
• Martin Baeuerle - Hospitality Specialist & Chairman / Green Hotel Interest Group

Best Practices in Sustainability and Energy Saving for
Hotels
• Sheikh Soud - Sustainability Manager / ASTAD Project Management
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b2b
platform
LIST OF BUYERS

263

51

80

183

B2B MEETINGS

Confirmed Meetings
Buyers / Exhibitors

BUYERS

Confirmed Meetings
Exhibitors / Visitors

Hospitality Qatar featured a Business-to-Business
matchmaking platform which hosted buyers, decision
makers, hoteliers, chefs, procurement and
marketing directors.
The B2B platform was open for trade visitors aiming at
conducting fruitful business, simply by registering and
booking appointments with the exhibitors.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

La Villa Hospitality
Monoprix
W Doha Hotel & Residence
Ali Bin Ali - Hospitality
Al Faisal Holding
Holiday Villa Hotel & Residences
International Food Concepts Co.
Wyndham Grand Regency Hotel
L’etoile Hotel
Aspire Katara Hospitality
The Diplomatic Club
Hilton Doha
Zubarah Hotels & Resorts
Doha Golf Club
Intercontinental Doha The City
Aura Hospitality & Food Services/Palma Group
Golden Tulip Doha
Al Fardan Hospitality
Sealine Beach Resort
FOOD SERVICES CO. - OPERA CAFE›
Hyatt Residences Doha West Bay
The Torch Doha
Marriott Marquis City Center Doha
Qatar National Convention Centre
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Mocktail
Competition
15

The Mocktail Competition was a great platform for bartenders to test their knowledge
and to compete against each other for creating the tastiest mocktail in Doha.
The competition was judged by 3 beverage professionals appointed by the sponsor of
the event “Lamborghini Luxury Energy Drink”

MOCKTAIL
PARTICIPANTS

judging panel

GOLD

WINNERS

Thomas Gugler – KSA
• WACS President
• Al Mashafa Executive Master Chef & F&B Director

Jodi-Ann Pearton – South Africa
• Chairperson of the Gauteng Regional Committee,
Competitions, Director on Board of South African
Chefs Association
• The Culinaire of the Chaine De Rottiseur
Johannesbourg Ballage, Junior Liaison Committee
for WACS

Majed Al Sabagh
• Managing Director
• President of Syrian Culinary Guild
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SILVER

WINNERS

BRONZE
WINNERS

• Jatuphon Charoenrum – Bartender at Grand Hyatt
• Joemarie Manabat – Bartender at Nozomi

• Sarath Charoth – Bartender at Intercontinental Doha The City
• Xiao Min Zhu – Server at The Ritz-Carlton Doha
• Sandesh Koirala – Bartender at Kempinski Marsa Malaz The Pearl Doh
•
•
•
•
•
•

Chloe Memorando – Bartender at Nozomi
K.G Udara Gamage – Bartender at Grand Regal Hotel
Ayyapan Velayutham – Server at The Ritz-Carlton Doha
Jude Shanaka Roshan Silva – Bartender at Grand Hyatt
Dileep K Wilson – Bartender at Oryx Rotana
Gary Jones David – Bartender at The Westin Doha Hotel & Spa

Master Class
Excellence

Sponsored By

The Master Class is a unique event featuring the culinary
classic and excellence by the “Meilleur Ouvrier de France”
who applies and masters the best current trends and
techniques with the best fresh products coming from Qatar
like fruits and vegetables.
With 100+ attendees per day, each Master Chef had to
present and demonstrate an entire dish with one local
Qatari product as a theme on stage or a dedicated stand
during the event.

• Chef Gabriel Biscay
• Chef Dominique Costa
• Chef Franck Ferigutti
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Salon
Culinaire
17

CATEGORIES

250+
CHEFS

The Salon Culinaire is
Hospitality Qatar’s signature
culinary showcase.
It is a platform for Chefs to
hone their skills, showcase
their talents, and compete
in diverse and exciting
categories evaluated by
international judges.
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judging panel

HYGIENE JURY

Thomas Gugler – KSA

Neeraj Sadana

• WACS President
• Al Mashafa Executive Master Chef & Director F&B

• Boecker Public Safety, LLC – Food Safety Consultant

Frederico Michieletto – Malaysia

• Boecker Public Safety, LLC – Food Safety Consultant

• Bocuse D’Or Judge
• Head of Culinary for Marini’s Group Kuala Lampur – Malaysia

Sarah Nahal
Martina Estrada
• Boecker Public Safety, LLC – Food Safety Consultant

Marco Brushweller – Thailand
• Swiss – Diploma Master Chef
• WACS Global Master Chef & Thailand Culinary Academy Advisor

Jodi-Ann Pearton – South Africa
• Chairperson of the Gauteng Regional Committee, Competitions, Director on
Board of South African Chefs Association
• The Culinaire of the Chaine De Rottiseur Johannesbourg Ballage, Junior
Liaison Committee for WACS

Adrian Meyer, MBA – KSA
• Culinary Director and SACTC President

Daniel Hiltibrunner – UAE
• Certified ACF Master Chef & International Center for Culinary Art Chef Trainer

Majed Al Sabagh
• Managing Director
• President of Syrian Culinary Guild

Mooroogun Coopen
• Executive Chef at Le Canonnier Hotel – Beachcomber
• President of the Mauritian Association

Erich Anton Roos – Thailand
• Executive Pastry Chef & Pastry Consultant

MARSHALS
Georges Chihane – Chief Marshal
• Culinary Consultant
• Advisory Chef
• QCP Board Member

Dominique Richard – Assistant Chief Marshal
•
•
•
•

F&B Manager
Healthcare Catering & Operations Manager
Senior Executive Chef
QCP Board Member

Salon
Culinaire
Categories
• Signature Dish

• Ice Carving

• Bread by Masterbaker
Schapfenmuehle

• Wedding Cake by Masterbaker Dawn
Foods Ice Carving

• Hors D’oeuvre

• Vegetable & Fruit Carving by
Haidari Trading

• Terrine/Pate
• Five Course Set Menu

• Arabic Meza

• Live Cooking by NESTLE-Maggi, U.S.
Beef and SADIA Novelty Cake

• Master Showpiece
• Plated Dessert by Felchlin

• Petit Fours

• Qatari Feast

• Chocolate Show Piece

• Bartender Mocktail Competition by
Tonino Lamborghini Energy Drink

• Novelty Cake

Gold Medalists
DAY
1

DAY
2

DAY
3

Qatari Feast

Signature Dish

Ice Carving

• Mohamed Ismail - Chef de Partie (Position) /
Mamig Armenian & Lebanese Restaurant

•
•
•
•
•

• Michael C. Boongaling - Chef Artist /
La Cigale Hotel
• Donato Cainto - Demi Chef / Aspire Logistics

Bread
• Mangala Pushpa Chaminda Maddege - Jr
Sous-Chef / Qatar National Convention Centre

Hors D’Oeuvre (Salty Canapes)
• Ranaweera Arachchilage Damith Anuruddhike
- Garde Manager Chef / Shangri-La Hotel

Vegetable & Fruit Carving by
Haidari Trading
• Richard Balandra - Kitchen Artist / Wyndham
Grand Regency, Doha

Bibu Ranjit - Commis 1 / Marriott Marquis City Center
Patrik Havlicek - Executive Sous-Chef / Oryx Rotana
Hong Yau Chong - Demi Chef / Marriott Marquis City Center
Wasantha Medagedara - Chef de Partie / Grand Hyatt
Saheesh Hari Nair - Chef de Partie / Marriott Marquis City Center

Master Showpiece
• Mangala Pushpa Chaminda Maddege - Jr Sous Chef /
Qatar National Convention Centre

Chocolate Show Piece
• Michael C. Boongaling - Chef Artist / La Cigale Hotel
• Philip Estrabo - Chef Artist / La Cigale Hotel
• Rodel M. Noja - Kitchen Artist / The Torch Doha

Wedding Cake
• Amanie’s Co.
• Julius Patrick P. Reyes - Chef de Partie / La Cigale Hotel

Bartender Mocktail Competition By
Tonino Lamborghini Energy Drink
• Jatuphon Charoenrum / Grand Hyatt
• Joemarie Manabat / Nozomi

Live Cooking by NESTLE-Maggi,
U.S. Beef and SADIA
• Niranjan Asanka Bandara Dissanayake Demi Chef de Partie / The Torch Doha
• Satheesh Plackal - Sr. Chef de Partie /
The Torch Doha

Novelty Cake
• Chamith Madushanka - Chef de Partie /
Fauchon - Paris

MEDIA
COVERAGE
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pRESS
COVERAGE

ENGLISH
Gulf Times, The Peninsula,
Qatar Tribune

ARABIC
Al Watan, Al Sharq,
Al Raya, Al Arab
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COMPREHENSIVE
MARKETING PLAN
Email Marketing

Fax Campaigns

Print Media

16 Email Campaigns were sent between
April and October 2016

7 fax campaigns were sent to thousands
of professionals keeping them updated
on Hospitality Qatar

Tens of ads were published in major
local, regional, and international
magazines and newspapers directed to
business professionals

SMS Campaigns
Road Banners

6 SMS Campaigns were sent during
August and October promoting
Hospitality Qatar

Placed in strategic locations in Doha,
reaching a large audience

Website

Newsletters

Providing users with all kinds of
information about Hospitality Qatar

published during the live days of the
event, covering the headlines and latest
news

Social Media

Press Conference

Targeted messages were sent across
different social media platforms covering
the entire region

Mobile Application
Optimized user-experience during the
trade show
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Announced Hospitality Qatar in presence
of a high number of Media Reporters

Telemarketing
Promoted Hospitality Qatar during
August and September by a team of
trained telemarketers

Radio
Many radio spots were promoting
Hospitality Qatar during October

SPONSORS
& PARTNERS
Strategic Partner
qatartourism.gov.qa

The roles and responsibilities of the Qatar Tourism Authority (QTA) reflect
the Government’s commitment to tourism and the business events industry
as key priority sectors in its national strategy for economic and social
development. QTA’s mandate covers all aspects of the industry, including
destination marketing, product development and quality control through
licensing and classification. Its marketing role is to promote Qatar both
regionally and internationally as a quality destination for both business events
and leisure travel, including cultural, leisure, sports and educational tourism.
QTA’s promotional initiatives relating to the business events sector include
participation in major MICE industry exhibitions and forums worldwide, as
well as presentations, workshops, familiarization visits and one-on-one
guidance. The QTA also supports the organizers of Qatar-based events
through local, regional and international publicity activities.
To reinforce these activities and provide an on-the-ground presence in key
markets, QTA has opened representative offices in the UK, France, Germany,
Saudi Arabia (covering the GCC) and South East Asia (Singapore, Malaysia and
Hong Kong) with further expansion planned in 2016-2017.

Leading Partner
qatarcp.com

The Qatar Culinary Professionals (QCP) is the association of professional chefs
in Qatar. It is a nonprofit organization dedicated to maintaining, advancing and
improving the international culinary prestige of Qatar.

Official Supporting Body
worldchefs.com

The World Association of Chefs Societies (World Chefs, for short) is a global
network of chefs first founded in October 1928 at the Sorbonne in Paris. Today
the global organization has over 100 official chefs associations as members,
comprising over 10 million professional chefs worldwide. The Worldchefs
endorses the QCP as the authorized Qatar culinary institute. The QCP, thereby
has an international culinary focus and multi-national support for the staging of
its various competition, training, seminars and events.
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SPONSORS
& PARTNERS
Diamond Sponsor
alsraiyahospitality.com

Al Sraiya Hospitality was brought together in 2015 to manage their chain of
hotels locally and internationally. Their aim is to be one of the leading hospitality
companies in Qatar by achieving remarkable growth in this field. Combining
their managerial skills, passion and efforts, they are committed to excellence
in providing you with outstanding services. Al Sraiya Hospitality currently
owns three operational internationally-branded hotels in Qatar that are part of
Millennium Hotels and Resorts: Millennium, Copthorne and Kingsgate Hotels.
Their international operational hotels include the Munich Marriott Hotel,
Presidential service apartments, The Edward Hotel and the Mowbray Court
Hotel in London, and Club Quarters in Washington DC.

Official Kitchen Sponsor
askarind.com

A certified stainless steel manufacturing company and distributors of
refrigeration and air conditioning for hotels, restaurants, palaces, etc.
Askar Industrial Company WLL also specializes in heavy-duty kitchen and
catering equipment, bakery equipment, laundry equipment, ventilation hoods,
hospital equipment, stainless steel cladding, balustrades and handrails. The
company is also the sole distributor of several leading high-quality imported
products from reputed manufacturers in Italy, France, Germany, USA and
England as well as from Japan and Canada.

Associate & Hygiene Sponsor
Branding Sponsor
gulfcrafts.com

GulfCrafts was established in 2001, initially providing services for the design
and production of unique gifts and awards. A showroom displaying the tailor
and ready-made items was launched the following year and boosted GulfCrafts’
presence in the market. This paved the way for more projects, and the company
moved to a new facility equipped for full signage production in 2004 to better
manage the influx of orders. Five years later, in 2009, an additional factory
was constructed in the new Industrial Area, enabling GulfCrafts to expand its
services and meet the demands of the growing market.
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boecker.com

Boecker® is the Middle East’s largest Public Health Company, providing a
holistic range of products and services in Pest Management, Food Safety
and Biosecurity across Lebanon, UAE, Qatar, KSA, and Jordan. Boecker®
Integrated Pest Management™ services are assured by the CIEH – UK –
providing the highest international standards. Boecker® Food Safety services
look into consultancy and trainings and answer the need to apply HACCP,
ISO22000, BRC standards as well as the Q Platinum Award™ certification that
has been tailored for food SMEs and is assured by the CIEH. The Biosecurity
services ensure an environment protected from germs with the Infection
Control Plan™ and a full range of professional disinfectants.

Associate Sponsor
inox.com

INOX is a one-stop Kitchen Equipment Solution hub established in
1994 in Doha, Qatar. It specializes in designing, manufacturing, and installing
home and industrial stainless steel kitchen equipment. It also provides exhausts
systems, the perfect solution to smoke suction for restaurants and hotels.
INOX fabricates all kind of stainless steel neutral units, sinks and floor trenches,
etc.. by using quality material. Based on customer’s requirements, INOX
produces the equipment by using various grades of stainless steel material
such as AISI 304 and 316 grades. INOX also supplies ready kitchen equipment
manufactured in the UK, Europe and Turkey.

Silver Sponsor

Catalogue Sponsor
amwajservices.com

AMWAJ Catering Services Company was incorporated towards the end of
2006 with an authorized capital of QAR 400mn, as a wholly owned subsidiary
of Qatar Petroleum (QP). The immediate objective of forming AMWAJ was to
provide a wholly owned Qatari Catering Company to provide services to QP, its
subsidiaries and affiliates, and meet requirements for national events which
were, at the time, being met by multiple foreign catering companies. Over the
years, AMWAJ has diversified the sectors and spheres of its services. Gulf
International Services (GIS), a public listed Company under Qatar Exchange,
acquired the Company in June 2012.

Registration Sponsor
fttcqatar.com

americanafoods.com

For more than 50 years, Americana has been offering an extensive range of high
quality frozen products including burgers, nuggets, frankfurters, seafood and
vegetables as well as ready-to-serve items like mortadella, salami and other
cold cuts. People all over the Middle East rely on Americana to deliver fresh,
healthy, tasty and legally (100%) Halal approved food. Thimar Foodstuff is the
sole distributor for Americana frozen, processed food and Royal Brand in Qatar.

FALCON Technical & Trading Company is an ISO 9001-2008 certified company
in Doha, established in 1989 with a precise objective to build up the gap in
supply, installation, and commissioning of Industrial/ Commercial Kitchen
Equipment, with an enhanced commitment to providing quality products and
services to customers at the right time. The list of accomplished projects in
Qatar, Bahrain and Saudi Arabia, in various areas such as five-star hotels,
restaurants, hospitals, army camps, bakeries and industrial/commercial
kitchen reveal our participation in the industry.

SPONSORS
& PARTNERS
Fruit & Vegetables Carving Sponsor
haidaritrading.com

Haidari trading strives to continue being a market leader as a provider of top
quality services, and fresh produce. Providing such high standards of quality
and service has been paramount to the success of Haidari Trading for well over
50 years. Haidari Trading will continue being a market leader through endless
expansion and development. With the help of a team of highly qualified and
educated staff, Mr. Reza Haidari’s vision will be brought to life.

Mocktail Sponsor

Category Sponsor
masterbakerme.com

Masterbaker, or Adinsa Trading as commonly known in Qatar, is a company
focused on the Bakery and Pastry sector of the HORECA industry. We are
spread across the GCC as well as the Maldives, Sri Lanka, and the Philippines.
We are pioneers in the GCC with Pasteurized Eggs and derivatives with
our factories in the UAE. We are tied up in a joint venture with Dawn Foods
International to produce frozen ready donuts, croissants, etc… with a state of
the art factory in Sohar, Oman. Masterbaker are the sole agents across the
GCC for premium manufacturers of bakery/pastry products such as Felchlin
Switzerland, Schapfenmuehle Germany, CSM Germany, Dawn Foods USA,
Candia/Sodial France, and Le Saffre France to name a few.

starhospitality.qa

In the 1990s, Tonino Lamborghini was among the first entrepreneur to launch
his own line of Made in Italy F&B products: High-quality Coffee, Hot Chocolate,
Tea, Energy Drink and a selection of the best and most representative Italian
wines labeled Palazzo del Vignola and Sangue di Miura. For more than 30
years, Tonino Lamborghini has been a byword for Made in Italy lifestyle. By
staying true to the tradition and heritage of the Lamborghini family, the Tonino
Lamborghini Company seeks to promote distinctive Italian style and taste.
Uncompromising spirit, Italian ingenuity and design, together with the talent of
a brand recognized throughout the globe as a beacon of luxury, exclusivity and
Italian flair - are the values of the Tonino Lamborghini brand. Reimagining the
very concept of hospitality, Tonino Lamborghini has created a world of style,
culture, art, and service that sets a new standard.
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Live Cooking Sponsor
nestleprofessionalme.com

Nestlé Professional provides the finest ingredients, operational knowledge, and
uncompromised support to food service operators. Our food and beverage solutions
help simplify your operation and delight your guests across four major categories
and allow you to have more success for your business. We can help you offer: More
Coffee Variety ranging from NESCAFE® Arabiana, to NESCAFE® Alegria and
Milano coffee machines. More Cold Beverages provided by a simple to use range
of NESTEA® Iced tea, NESTLÉ® SJORA®, and NESCAFÉ® Ice®. More Signature
Desserts made simple with NESTLE Docello®. More Flavor with Maggi, Chef and
Buitoni providing simple solutions to help you bring amazing savory dishes to life.

Live Cooking Sponsor

Official Carrier

usmef.org

qatarairways.com

The U.S. Meat Export Federation (USMEF) is a non-profit trade association working
to create new opportunities and develop existing international markets for U.S.
meat. Headquartered in Denver, USMEF has a worldwide network of offices and is
represented in the Middle East by two consulting companies. USMEF participates in
international shows to promote U.S. meet and assist its members in creating better
awareness of its unique quality, safety and wholesomeness.

Live Cooking Sponsor
brf-global.com

BRF is a global leader in exporting animal protein and producing foods that
reach more than 150 countries in 5 continents for more than 82 years with
our flagship brand - Sadia. We have 35 industrial units in Brazil and 16 abroad
including one in Kizad – Abu Dhabi, UAE. Federal Foods is our sponsor in
Qatar. BRF offers a wide range of frozen poultry products (Halal) in Qatar
like Whole Poultry, Poultry Parts, Boneless Breast, Boneless Shawerma,
Nuggets, Franks, Burgers and innovative products like IQF Breast, Drumstick
and Thighs and the wide range of breaded products. We are ranked as one of
the 10 most innovative companies in the world according to Forbes Magazine,
and one of the 100 most sustainable on the planet, according to a study
conducted by Corporate Knights and released at the beginning of 2014.

Qatar Airways is the national airline of the State of Qatar and one of the aviation
industry’s big success stories. Operations began in 1994 when the airline was a
small regional carrier serving a handful of routes. The airline was re-launched in
1997 under the mandate of the then Emir, His Highness The Emir Sheikh Hamad
bin Khalifa Al- Thani, who outlined a vision to turn Qatar Airways into a leading
international airline with the highest standards of service and excellence. Qatar
Airways has since become one of the fastest growing carriers in the world with
unprecedented expansion averaging double digit growth year on year.

Official Hotel
intercontinental.com

Perfectly situated in the exclusive West Bay area close to all the major areas of interest,
the stylish and modern Intercontinental Doha - The City stands all amid the action of
the city. We Offer 349 luxury hotel rooms and suites and 176 resident apartments.

Official AV & Lighting Specialists
iacqatar.com

Al Isteklal TC-IAC Qatar is a leading and prominent company in the fields of Audio/Video
and Rigging technologies in addition to Lightening and Special Effects technologies.

Thank You
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Looking forward to seeing you
at HOSPITALITY QATAR 2017

7 -9

November
Doha Exhibition and Convention Center (DECC)
Please visit hospitlaityqatar.com/ or contact us
on the following:
Rawad Sleem
Project Manager

P.O. Box: 22376, Doha, Qatar
Tel: +974 44 32 9900
Fax: +974 44 43 2891
Mobile: +974 66 00 16 44
Email: rawad.sleem@ifpqatar.com

IFP Qatar
Ibn Seena Street, Al Muntazah Area, P.O. Box: 22376 Doha, Qatar
Tel: +974 4 432 9900, Fax: +974 4 443 2891
E-mail: info@ifpqatar.com

